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ABSTRACT

Purpose of study The ability to recognise acutely unwell patients and to instigate generic resuscitation is essential for all newly qualified doctors. The aim of this review is to synthesise recent work examining the perceived preparedness of UK medical graduates in acute care, relative to the other outcomes detailed in Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009).

Study design A systematic literature search was performed using five databases. It sought literature related to preparedness in acute care and other Tomorrow’s Doctors outcomes from the perspectives of the graduates themselves and their professional colleagues. Two researchers undertook data extraction and quality scoring, and preparedness ratings in each outcome were mapped to a generic rating scale to allow comparison between studies.

Results 256 articles were recovered, with 10 included in the final analysis. The 10 articles suggested that graduates perceive themselves to be least well prepared in acute care and prescribing. Their professional colleagues perceive them to be less prepared in acute care than in any of the other outcomes and perceive preparedness in acute care to have declined since the first publication of Tomorrow’s Doctors. Furthermore, there is evidence that preparedness in acute care is an area of concern for UK graduates.

Conclusions The assimilation of evidence in this review suggests that recent changes in UK undergraduate training, while improving preparedness in some areas, may have neglected acute care. While not a good surrogate for actual preparedness, perceived preparedness is important in influencing the behaviour of new graduates and therefore warrants further consideration.

INTRODUCTION

The fundamental aim of any primary medical educational programme is to adequately prepare students for clinical practice.1 In 1993, the General Medical Council published the first version of Tomorrow’s Doctors,2 a document designed to guide UK medical school curricula. Its recommendations prompted all UK medical schools to initiate major curricular reforms and provided a clear framework against which preparedness could be evaluated. Despite these reforms, only 59% of 2004 graduates3 and 58% of 2005 graduates4 agreed that the ability to recognise acutely unwell patients and to institute generic resuscitation is essential for all newly qualified doctors. The aim of this review is to synthesise recent work examining the perceived preparedness of UK medical graduates in acute care, relative to the other outcomes detailed in Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009).

Study design A systematic literature search was performed using five databases. It sought literature related to preparedness in acute care and other Tomorrow’s Doctors outcomes from the perspectives of the graduates themselves and their professional colleagues. Two researchers undertook data extraction and quality scoring, and preparedness ratings in each outcome were mapped to a generic rating scale to allow comparison between studies.

Results 256 articles were recovered, with 10 included in the final analysis. The 10 articles suggested that graduates perceive themselves to be least well prepared in acute care and prescribing. Their professional colleagues perceive them to be less prepared in acute care than in any of the other outcomes and perceive preparedness in acute care to have declined since the first publication of Tomorrow’s Doctors. Furthermore, there is evidence that preparedness in acute care is an area of concern for UK graduates.

Conclusions The assimilation of evidence in this review suggests that recent changes in UK undergraduate training, while improving preparedness in some areas, may have neglected acute care. While not a good surrogate for actual preparedness, perceived preparedness is important in influencing the behaviour of new graduates and therefore warrants further consideration.

METHODS

Search strategy

On 11 September 2011, the search strategy shown in box 1 was used to recover relevant articles. Medical Subject Headings were used infrequently, as they have not been designed for the purpose of recovering medical education articles and consequently yield large numbers of irrelevant articles.

All prefix and suffix instructions, abbreviations and symbols were used as defined in the Ovid Gateway.7 The search was limited to articles published from 1993 onwards, when the first publication of Tomorrow’s Doctors provided an explicit framework for evaluation of preparedness for practice. Equivalent searches were carried out in five databases: MEDLINE, Education Resources Information Center, Embase (Excerpta Medica), Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health
Literature and PsycINFO (American Psychological Association). Titles and abstracts were recovered for all search results.

**Inclusion criteria**

Articles were included if they fulfilled all of the criteria listed in Table 1. In the case of any doubt regarding inclusion, the full article was recovered and used to assess suitability. The reference lists of all articles fulfilling the inclusion criteria were searched for other relevant articles that may have been missed by electronic searching.

**Data extraction**

Data extraction and quality scoring of all articles fulfilling the inclusion criteria were undertaken by two researchers independently (VRT and SES), each with a clinical background and educational research experience. All data were collated onto a pre-prepared data extraction form in Excel (Microsoft Office 2007). Discrepancies were resolved by discussion until agreement was reached.

The following data were extracted for all included articles:

- location of study (medical school or deanery);
- number and grade of participants;
- method(s) of data collection;
- year of graduation;
- time since graduation;
- summary of perceived preparedness relative to each outcome;
- quality of study.

**Quality scoring**

The methodological quality of each included study was assessed using the Best Evidence in Medical Education quality indicators (BEMEQI) developed by Buckley et al and summarised in Table 2. BEMEQI was chosen from the many methodological scoring systems in existence due to its relevance to the studies included in the review. Studies were considered to be of high quality if they met seven or more of the 11 quality indicators, as originally proposed by Buckley et al and employed elsewhere.

Studies with a BEMEQI score of <7 were excluded from the review.

**RESULTS**

The initial search undertaken using the MEDLINE database yielded 256 articles. Six articles were considered to fulfil all inclusion criteria. Equivalent searches in Education Resources Information Center, Embase, Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature and PsycINFO yielded two new articles, and hand searching of reference lists yielded three more.

One of the 11 studies was given a BEMEQI score of <7 by two researchers working independently and was therefore excluded from the review. Five of the remaining ten studies evaluated the preparedness of graduates of English universities, one study investigated preparedness of graduates of a Scottish university, one multicentre study included graduates from two English and one Scottish universities and another surveyed graduates of all UK medical schools. One study evaluated doctors practising in the West Midlands deanery and another focused on doctors working in two hospitals in the North East Thames region.

All 10 studies explored preparedness as perceived by newly qualified doctors within their first year of practice. Two studies surveyed doctors between 1 and 3 years post graduation, and one study explored the perceptions of doctors with up to 8 years of clinical experience. Four studies sought the views of consultants or educational supervisors on the preparedness of their junior colleagues and one study incorporated the perceptions of nursing staff and other allied health professionals.

Six of the studies contained quantitative ratings of preparedness that could be mapped to paragraph 16 of Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009). Table 3 shows the number of studies providing...
Comparing perceived preparedness in acute care with other Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009) outcomes

Self-perceptions of preparedness relative to Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009) outcomes are summarised in figure 1. Only outcomes that have quantifiable data relating to preparedness available from more than one study are included in figure 1, as it is the trends and comparisons that form the particular focus of this review (seven of the 16 outcomes for graduates listed in table 3 are included in figure 1). The key to the shading in figures 1 and 2 is shown in figure 3 and allows comparison across studies asking subtly different questions or reporting data in different ways. The ratings of self-perceived preparedness shown in figure 1 show that overall graduates consistently consider themselves to be well prepared in communication and team working. The two outcomes in which graduates consistently feel least well prepared are acute care and prescribing, which, together, account for eight of the nine ratings equating to unprepared.

Figure 2 summarises the graduate preparedness ratings given by eight groups of healthcare professionals in four separate studies. Five of the ratings are provided by consultants, and the three others are given by heterogeneous groups of Foundation Year 2s, more senior trainees, consultants and nursing staff. Ratings are generally lower than those given by the graduates themselves, and there are no outcomes in which graduates are consistently perceived to be well prepared. However, similar patterns emerge in relation to the outcomes in which graduates are felt to be poorly prepared, with acute care accounting for three of the five ratings equating to unprepared (obtained from three different studies).

Changes in perceived preparedness since the first publication of Tomorrow’s Doctors

The results in figures 1 and 2 are displayed in reverse chronological order using the year of graduation of the newly qualified doctors (not the publication years of the studies). There is some suggestion from figure 1 that self-perceptions of preparedness in relation to practical procedures and team-working have improved since 1993. In contrast, self-perceptions of preparedness in relation to acute care, communication and ethics have remained fairly static, with self-perceived preparedness in prescribing appearing to have declined.

Figure 2 suggests that other healthcare professionals perceive graduate preparedness in communication, ethics, prescribing and practical procedures to have remained relatively static since 1993. In contrast to the self-perceptions data, figure 2 highlights acute care as the one outcome in which graduate preparedness is perceived to be declining, with three of the four most recent ratings equating to unprepared in the generic rating scale.

Concerns relating to preparedness in acute care

Five studies provided information on whether graduates were concerned about preparedness in acute care. The questionnaire used by Goldacre et al in their study of the perceived preparedness of all UK graduates in 2002 and 2005 did not include a question relating to acute care, but free text comments highlighted a desire for more ‘acute emergency training’.4

The qualitative arm of the study by Ilting et al (2008) collected data using interviews with Foundation doctors at several points during their first year of practice.17 At the beginning of their first post, ‘particular concerns were expressed about taking immediate steps with acutely ill patients, although this was seen as tied to the inescapable change in responsibility which comes with being a doctor, and which cannot be directly prepared for’.17 Even at the end of their FY1 ‘being the first doctor to deal with a sick patient was an area of concern’, with some graduates feeling that ‘having to deal with an acutely unwell patient before senior help arrived had implications for patient safety’.17

Evans et al investigated the ‘three main concerns’15 of three cohorts of Barts and the London, Queen Mary’s School of Medicine and Dentistry graduates, shortly before starting work as doctors. In 2000, only 2% of 48 graduates expressed concern about emergency care of patients. However, around 10% of both graduate cohorts in 2004 raised emergency care as one of their top three concerns about starting work.15 Only one concern, ‘team support’, was raised more frequently.

A study by Lempp et al involving interviews with 16 graduates from Guy’s, King’s and St Thomas’ School of Medicine in 2001 revealed that ‘stress was related to high personal expectations and competence in emergency situations…’14 Matheson et al echoed such findings in their survey evaluation of a four-week preparation for practice course undertaken by 76 graduates of Nottingham medical school in 2006. Four months after starting work, responses to a free text question asking what else
should be included in the course highlighted a desire to learn ‘how to respond to on-call emergencies’ and ‘what to do with a sick patient’. Only one of the included studies made direct reference to concerns of other healthcare professionals in relation to acute care. Tallentire et al. thematically analysed free text responses from 47 FY1s and 109 educational supervisors and noted that ‘identification and management of acutely unwell patients appeared to be a source of concern for both educational supervisors and FY1s’.

**DISCUSSION**

This review provides an overview of current research on perceived preparedness in acute care and an opportunity to reflect on how it compares to perceived preparedness in other domains, using the framework provided by Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009). The results suggest that acute care and prescribing are the outcomes in which graduates throughout the UK perceive themselves to be least well prepared for professional practice. Senior colleagues and other healthcare professionals working alongside newly qualified doctors perceive them to be less prepared in acute care than in any of the other outcomes. In addition, perceived preparedness in acute care appears to have declined since the first publication of Tomorrow’s Doctors in 1995. Studies of preparedness for practice which have provided the option of a free text response have consistently shown acute care to be an area of concern for UK graduates. The preparedness ratings given by newly qualified doctors (figure 1) are frequently higher than those given by their professional colleagues (figure 2) across the majority of Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009) outcomes. This disparity has been noted elsewhere, and while various authors have offered explanations for the differences, studies exploring this specific issue are lacking. This review highlights that prescribing appears to be an exception, with preparedness ratings given by FY1s consistently lower than those given by healthcare colleagues. A similar review focusing on preparedness in prescribing would help to establish whether this observation is merely an artificial product of the studies investigating preparedness in both acute care and prescribing.

The results presented within this paper may be of little surprise to those involved in either undergraduate or postgraduate medical training. The care of acutely unwell patients is complex, involving a myriad of technical and non-technical skills in time-pressured situations and increasingly litigious environments. It is therefore unlikely that new graduates will ever feel completely at ease with acute care; perhaps it is preferable from a patient safety perspective that they do not, prompting them to call for senior help more readily. It is, however, of concern that graduate preparedness in acute care, as perceived by their professional colleagues, compares so unfavourably with preparedness in other outcomes and appears to be trending downwards. All UK medical schools would claim that their graduates can assess acutely unwell patients and instigate generic resuscitative measures, but senior doctors and other healthcare professionals have rated FY1s as unprepared to do so in several recent studies. In their paper published 5 years ago, Wall et al. concluded by asking, ‘have the
undergraduate curriculum reforms concentrated too much on communication skills to the detriment of basic clinical competencies, such as treatment, prescribing and managing emergencies.\textsuperscript{18} The studies presented in this review go some way to providing an answer.

**Limitations**

By including only studies which contained questions or themes relevant to Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009) outcomes for graduates (with paragraph number in brackets)
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**Figure 3** Key to shading in figures 1 and 2. FY, foundation year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overall review rating</th>
<th>Equivalent rating in studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very well prepared</td>
<td>At least 90% of respondents feel confident / prepared (or consider their FY1 colleagues to be) or mean score equal to or above ‘very well prepared’ or equivalent on Likert scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Well prepared</td>
<td>At least 75% but fewer than 90% of respondents feel confident / prepared (or consider their FY1 colleagues to be) or mean score equal to or above ‘well prepared’ but below ‘very well prepared’ or equivalent on Likert scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepared</td>
<td>At least 50% but fewer than 75% of respondents feel confident / prepared (or consider their FY1 colleagues to be) or mean score equal to or above ‘adequately prepared’ but below ‘well prepared’ or equivalent on Likert scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not prepared</td>
<td>Fewer than 50% of respondents feel confident / prepared (or consider their FY1 colleagues to be) or mean score below ‘adequately prepared’ or equivalent on Likert scale</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
unreliable. Despite the high face validity of self-preparedness ratings, a systematic review comparing doctor self-assessment ratings against independent assessment ratings found that only seven out of 20 studies demonstrated a positive correlation.

Implications for practice
This review has identified several areas requiring further work. Studies that quantify perceived preparedness of graduates across the whole range of Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009) outcomes are required, in order that medical schools can focus curriculum developments on the areas in which new graduates and their colleagues have concerns. A more detailed understanding of the specific challenges faced by newly qualified doctors in the context of acute care is required in order that tailored educational interventions can be developed.

Simulation training is rapidly gaining popularity as a means of exposing trainees of all levels to challenging clinical scenarios without risk of harm to patients. While simulation training is expensive in terms of faculty and resources, medical schools may need to consider running such courses throughout the undergraduate curriculum in order to adequately prepare their students for practice. Other studies have called for training strategies which ‘sufficiently mimic the real clinical environment, involving multiple demands on time, the need to prioritise and the responsibility of dealing with acute cases’. The General Medical Council mandated Student Assistantship ‘a period during which a student acts as assistant to a junior doctor, with defined duties under appropriate supervision’, is currently being integrated into all UK medical school curricula. It will be interesting to explore whether students gain experience of managing acutely unwell patients during their assistantships and to monitor perceived preparedness in acute care, and more generally, during this period.

CONCLUSION
The literature included in this review suggests that graduates and their clinical colleagues perceive preparedness in acute care to lag behind preparedness ratings mapped onto most other Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009) outcomes. The results of this study suggest that recent changes to UK undergraduate training, while improving preparedness in some areas, may have neglected acute care skills. It is well recognised that perceived preparedness is a poor surrogate for actual preparedness. However, whether accurate or not, a perceived lack of preparedness in acute care exacerbates the stress and anxiety experienced by newly qualified doctors, which, in turn, impacts behaviour in complex ways. Improving perceived preparedness in acute care, along with actual preparedness and the accessibility of senior supervision, is thus an important component of enhancing patient care and alleviating some of the inevitable anxiety related to the transition between undergraduate training and postgraduate practice.
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Main messages
- Graduates from UK medical schools perceive themselves to be less well prepared in acute care and prescribing than other Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009) outcomes
- Senior doctors and other healthcare colleagues perceive newly qualified doctors to be less prepared in acute care than in any other Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009) outcomes
- Preparedness in acute care may have declined since the first publication of Tomorrow’s Doctors and is an area of concern for UK graduates

Current research questions
- What are the specific challenges faced by newly qualified doctors in acute care contexts?
- How can postgraduate training evolve to better support FY1s and help them feel prepared for all aspects of their work?
- Aside from acute care, which other Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009) outcomes require renewed emphasis in undergraduate curricula in order that graduates are optimally prepared for postgraduate practice?